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HANS-DIETER EVERS (Ed.), Loosely Structured Social
Systems: Thailand in Comparative Perspective. Cultural
Report Series No. 17, Yale University Souitheast Asia
Studies. New Haven 1969. 148 pp. Price $ 6.50.

The critical focus of the collection of essays under review is an article
by John F. Emlbree entritled 'Thailand - A Loosely Structured Social
System' which appeared in the American Anthropologist, 52, 1950.
In this article Embree characterised Thai society as being 'loosely
structured' by contrast with the 'closely structured' Japanese social
system, this distinction being made according to the extent to which
'considerable variation in individual behaviour is sanctioned'. Embree
maintained that the Thais behave in a very 'individualistic' manner
within their 'loosely integrated social structure'.

The initial reaction of many other students of Southeast Asian society
on hearing of the publication of these papers must have been, as mine
was, one of two-fold regret — that the Thai social system had' ever
been labelled' 'loosely structured', and, that the epithet had stuck. Closer
reading of these essays goes some way towards dispelling these initial
rnisgivings as it becomes apparent that each of these authors has some
contribution to make to the study of Thai society, although, with the
notable exception of Mulder, ("it appears that 'loose structure' may be
dismissed as a sociologically meaningless concept" p. 24), these tend
to take the form of refinement rather than rejection of the concept
'loosely structured'; and this, despite the fact that most of them recog-
nise quite explicitly that Embree's knowledge of the Thai situation,
and his theoretical tools may have been less than adequate. Kirsch for
example, writes that, 'on first reading Embree's article one has the
feeling that he has constructed his distinction between loosely-structured
and tightly structured systems on the basis of an ad' hoc and unsyste-
matic compilation of literary evidence, surmise, and vague impression.
The precise relevance of some of his illustrations, e.g. his references
to poetry and games, admittedly seem somewhat far-fetched and are
not very clear' (p. 49). Elsewhere he gives his opinion as to the reasons
which led to Embree's coining this now controversial term 'loosely
structured', suggesting that 'Embree feit that this repertoire of social
science concepts (based on his graduate training in conventional social
structural studies in Chicago — my parenthesis) which was adequate
for dealing with his Japanese data, was not adequate to deal with the
Thai] data he offered in the article. For this reason Embree proposed
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a new set of distinctions to cotrte to grips with the problems posed by
these Thai observations i.e. the distinction between tightly structured
and loosely structured systems' (p. 47). In the face of all his misgivings
however, Kirch yet conitrives to maintain that Embree's article con-
stitutes a valuable contribution in that it directs us tO' "an investigation
of how the 'person' as an actor is articulated with his society". If this
is the case then it is to be deplored that Embree's lead has not been
followed by any really searching study of Thai society in terms of role
theory and analysis.

Indeed, At would seem that it is the confusions and ambiguities in
Embree's pioneering paper, rather than any inherent intellectual stimu-
lus, which have giveni rise to this collectk» of essays. There are
perhaps three major, and closely-related problems with which Embree's
heirs must grapple, the first of these being the problem as to the
precise meaning of the concept 'loosely struotured' as the original article
is by no means clear on this point. What are its referents? ('I ara
confused about which cultural facts can be observed to form the basis
for a general characterizations of loose structure in social or personality
terms'. Cunningham p. 109.) Does it refer to the psychological traits
of individual Thais, to the seeming ease with which they change their
social roles, to their alleged antipathy to co-operating with other
members of their society, or are these all merely symptoms of a very
deeply-rooted structural looseness?

These anthropologists must, in the second place, decide as to whether
Embree intended this concept to be regarded as an analytical or descrip-
tive device, and whether it is applicable to Thai society in whole or in
part. Phillips, for example, plumps for 'loose structure' as a 'descriptive
generalization' (p. 27), a state of af f airs he thoroughly approves as
'ultimately our concern is not and should not be structural analysis,
but rather the study of the behaviour of Thai peasants... to> me social
structural principles are merely (sic) constructs abstracted from the
stream of behaviour etc. etc.' (p. 26). He further concludes that "if
we are able to identify in Thai social behaviour, one general area that
is characteristically 'loosely structured' and a second general area that
is characteristically 'tightly structured', it is likely that there are other
such areas, and further it is likely that there are still other areas that
are 'moderately structured" (p. 36). Even granted that this were the
case, it is difficult to see where this kind of social topography can
usefully lead.

The majority of these writers wisely avoid the third and knottier
problem to which Embree himself, and later, notably, Phillips addressed
themselves, namely the problem as to why Thai society is 'loosely
structured', given that one can accept this epithet. As Kirsch says,
'Embree's supporters have emphasized the role of Theravada Buddhist
beliefs and values with respect to loose structure' (p. 53), which is to
say that the tenets of purest philosophical Buddhism, rather than the
Buddhism which is implemented on the ground, are called in as an
explanation for any and every social feature.
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The reader who looks to this collection of essays for a final and
unanimous verdict on 'loose structure', to clinch the subject once and for
all, is doomed to disappointment. Most shades of opinion, reservation,
and qualification wifth respect to Embree's formulation are represented
here. One regrets that many of these authors did not have the sitrength
of their own misgivings, and that they attempted at all costs to find
a use for this concept. On a descriptive level most of these essays are
accurate and perceptive, although, inevitably, many of them tend towards
the anecdotal — ' . . . an elderly woman in a Central Plains amphur
(district) p. 79). . . ' and so on; but, analytically, as has been adequately
demonstrated by the quotalïons already ciited, they are somewhat banal.
Many of the short-comings of this collection' are in part attributable
to the insularity of the anthropologists concerned, as, in spite of the
title, very liittle attempt is made to place Thailand 'in comparative
perspective', in terms of comparative ethnographic material, or current
anthropological developmentf.. No mention is made, for example, of
Nash's excellent monograph on Burma, entitled The Golden Rood to
Modernity (John Wiley & Sons Inc. 1965) which contains a great deal
of material germaine to any discussioni of Thai society (and, incidentally,
in qualitative terms, has no parallel in Thai studies). Utilization of
comparative ethnographic literature of this kind might have provided
these authors with insights on several levels; not only by illustrating
quite decisively that Thai society is by no means unique, but also by
showing which kind of conceptual tools are best fitted1 to deal with
this situation. Leach's monograph Pul Eliya (Cambridge University
Press 1961), for example, would have thrown some valuable light onto
a specific aspect of 'loose-structuring', namely the relative absence of
on-going corporate groups in Thailand, in that this study of a Singhalese
village provides a very clear analysis of factors which promote or
inhibit co-operation in a social situation, in many important respects
identical with that found in the rural settlements to which social research
in Thailand has largely been confined. Both Leach and Nash give due
weight to politico^historical and economie factors in their respective
analyses, an emphasis which might well be emulated by students of
Thai society, whose neglect of these factors is matched by their readiness
to lay the burden of responsibility for the shape of Thai society, as they
see it, at the door of Theravada Buddhism.

Again, on the level of general anthropological theory it strikes one
that, for example, Mayer's work with the concepts of action-set and
network (see The Social Anthropology of Complex Societies ASA
Monograph 4, Tavistock Publications Ltd. 1966 p. 97-122) might have
suggested1 some fruitful wrays of analyzing' the Thai material (as, indeed,
I have proved to my own' satisfaction in my doctoral thesis 'The
Relationship Existing Betweeni Monastic And Lay Communities In
Ayutthaya, Central Thailand'1 presented to London University 1969).
But, most of these authors are too concerned to present details of

1 Under my maiden name Jane Bramley.
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individual behaviour as evidence for or against 'loose structure' to have
any time for structural analysis. In this respect Evers' contribution
provides a useful exeeption in that he discuSses the models of how
society should and does work, models which are current amongst its
members, and the relationship of these two models to a third statistical
model of that society, or certain areas and institutions in it. Yet, even
so, he cannot resist involving the concept of 'looseness' in comparing
these three models.

It is both difficult, and unfair (to all concerned) to review in a few
shbnt paragraphs a collection of essays which, though they may focus
on a single issue are quite varied in individual approach. Nevertheless,
I must reluctantly conclude by saying that, on the evidence which they
present, it would seem that thé concept of 'loose-structure', as originally
formulated by Embree, has been a barrier rather than a stimulus to
productive research into the Thai social situation.

Institute of Asian Studies, JANE BUNNAG

Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok.

MILTON E. OSBORNE, The French Presence in Cochin-
china and Cambodia: Rille and Response (1859-1905).
Cornell University Press, Ithaca and London 1970.
XVIII + 379 pp. Price 41 sh.

This fascinating book provides an abundance of material for reflexion.
In this reviewer's opinion Osborne's study, together with Emmerson's
Malaysia and Fumivall's Colonial Policy and Practice, ranks among the
classics in comparative political analysis of the Southeast Asian scène.

As was to be expected, Professor Osbome considers as fallacious the
traditional debate waged among French colonial administrators and
scholars as to the merits and demerits of "association" and "assimilation".

Instead, he focuses his analysis on the factors directing the processes
of adjustmenit between rulers and ruled. What were the chief aims of
the Erench when they penetrated inito the Indochinese peninsula^ and
to what extent were they forced to adjust to local conditions both in
Cochinchina, the "fronitier" of the Hue empire, and in Cambodia ?

The main elements explaining the striking difference between French
policies vis-a-vis, respectively, Cochinchina and Cambodia, are the
following.

The emperors Ming Mang, Thieu Tri and Thu Duc, the successors
of Gia Long, the great Hue emperor, to a great extent succeeded in
"modernizing" the Annamite empire along traditional lines.1 In fact,

1 This gives rise to the question in how far this Vietnamese "modernisation",
and also a similar effort in Burma during Mindon's reign (1852-1878), could
be considered as abortive attempts at following the Japanese example.
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the Annamiite political structure was a dual one. At the one hand there
were the central and provincial levels. Ming Mang, Thieu Tri and Thu
Duc managed to define the powers of the provincial mandarinate official-
dom. In this respect they can be said to have been the founders of a
"strong" state. The cultural values in this state were strongly influenced
by Chinese notions. Both at the centre of power in Hue and in the
provinces the mandarinate was at the apex of the power sitructure. The
other facet of the political structure was presented by the communes,
mostly self-sustained units. On a collective basis these communes had
to pay taxes to the government. Otherwise, they were left alone. The
inhabitants of each commune were divided into official and inofficial
ones. Only the first category was liable to taxation. The inofficial in-
habitants provided the main element in the migraition from the Red
Riverdelta to Cochinchina, a perennial feature of the social process
which was strongly encouraged by the last Hue emperors, bent on
territorial gain at the expense of Cambodia; this state at the end of the
18th century had a rather precarious hold on isome parts of Cochinchina.

There was one element in the Annamite state which remained un-
assimilated, viz. the Catholic minority consisting of convents made by
French missionaries. Ming Mang's reign (1830-1837) inaugurated a
period of relentless aniti-Catholicism.

In contrast to Annaan, Cambodia at the end of the 18th century was
a "soft staite". It was an object of perpetual strife between Siam and
Vietnam. Parts of the country were occupied by either of these states
for varying periods. Especially the Vietnamese occupation during the
30's of the last century has left ugly scars on the Khmer country.

The politica! structure in Cambodia was built on the Indian model.
The unifying force of the country was the Khmer Icing. Probably his
powers had more to do wiith the divine and the symbolic than with
actual wordly force. Osborne suggests that the king's wordly power
was not clearly defined and that more of ten than not his sway did not
extend beyond the immediaite surroundings of the capital. The Khmer
political scène was beset by endless palace intrigues in which the king's
maiiy wives and sons were the main actors.

In addition, the provincial governors were inclined to assume satra-
pical attitudes. Of course Khmer's two big neighbours often intervened
in palace quarrels and in provincial feuds.

At the bottom of the social structure was the rural population, divided
into f ree peasants, subject to corvées, and slaves. Within this last
category there was a further sub-division into slaves of the state, debt-
slaves and tribal slaves.

When the French intervened in Cochinchina in 1859 their motives
were manifold. Partly it was a question of grandeur; besides, missionary
zeal also played a part. Then the French may well have fostered the
hope of securing a sitepping-stone to China. In Osborne's opinion
France's interest in Cambodia was more or less a corollary to her
ambitions in Cochinchina. Paris was very distrustful of Bangkok, thought
to be under British influence. We know that in 1863 France concluded
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a treaty with the Khmer king, Norodom, by which the latter acknow-
ledged France as the suzerain in respect of Cambodia's foreign relations.
Of course, this was a blow to Siam.

Whatever may have been the driving force behind France's inter-
vention, once the decision had been taken the conditions under which
this intervention took place in Cochinchina were totally different from
those obtaining in Cambodia. In Cochinchina France had to fight the
Annamite ruling class, that is, the mandarinate. And because this
mandarinate withdrew, or was forced to withdraw, from the actual
administration, the French laad to opt for one of two alternatives:
either they could leave the old political structure intact as much as
possible, or else they had to "westernize" Cochinchina's political system.
As, apart from the mandarinate, an indigenous ruling class was totally
absent, only the latter alternative was feasible. At the same time French
colonial administrators — with the exception of scholarly minded
characters such as Luro and Philastre — held the opinion that Chinese
cultural influence was anathema. Even the use of Chinese characters
was frowned upon, Instead, the French, inspired by their "mission
civilisatrice" attempted to romanize the Annamite script as a prelimin-
ary step to introducing French as the lingua franca. In this propagation
of romanized Quoc Ngu the French were seconded by a group of
non-mandarin Vietnamese lettres, mostly Roman Catholics such as
Petrus Ky and Paulus Cua.

In the same way the French "retooled" the legal system and the
administration, to some extent with the help of such "collaborateurs"
as Tran Ba Loc. This administrative wing of the Collaborationist
element consisted mainly of "nouveaux riches" profiting from the in-
tensified exploitation of the countryside by the French. More often
than not these nouveaux riches were dnfluenced by Catholic notions.

Finally, French intervention uprooted the communes. As collective
taxes did not correspond with French notions of justice, gradually taxes
came to be assessed on an individual basis. At the same time, the
communes became integrated into the provincial and central admini-
strations and consequently lost their semi-independence. At the back of
this process may have been the increasing cost of French administration
and the consequent need for higher revenue through an increase in
taxation. Anyhow, it seems that the new 'taxes weighed rather heavily
on the rural areas.

Contrary to what happened in Cochinchina, the French, when they
first intervened in Cambodia, came as the saviours of the Khmer
kingdom. The father of king Norodom, the dominant political figure
during the period under review, rode to power on Siamese bayonets
after the Siamese general. Phya Bodin, had chased the Vietnamese out
of the country. Norodom, although an admirer of the Siamese accom-
plishment in statecraft, soon resented Bangkok's overbearing attitude.
This may have been one element in the rapprochement between the
king and the French. Other factors had to do with the never-ending
palace intrigues. Two of Norodom's half-brothers, Si Votha and
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Sisowath, contested the throne. Si Votha publicly proclaimed a rebellion,
seeking aid from the tribal elements.

What happened afterwards was only the logic of sotne automatism
of history. When the French tried to introducé reforms in Khmer
government, their efforts were resented by Norodom. In 1884 matters
came to a head as the French governor of Cochinchina, Thomson,
suggested that France should control Cambodia's customs. After a show
of force in which gunboats at the Mekong played a decisive part,
Norodom gave in.

Hpwever, the situation went from bad to worse because the country-
side went into revolt. A host of motives were at play. One of these was
provided' by Si Votha, who tried to use the rebellion for his own ends.
But there were also those in the Khmer capita!, if not Norodom him-
self, who fomented unrest. lm the wake of these events Thomson
resigned. His successor, Filipini, was a more liberal charaoter. A quid
pro quo was agreed upon. Filipim offered concessions in exchange for
Norodom's pledge to use his authority in an effort to quench the
rebellion.

In the meantime the French, annoyed by Norodom's resistance to
their entreaties, became more and more inclined to support the king's
other half-brother, Sisowath. Finally, in 1897, through a kind of coup
d'état they stripped Norodom of all but his symbolic powers. Afterwards,
the Cambodian ruling class gradually changed their attitude to one of
collaboration with the French.

In the opinion of this reviewer the final stage of professor Osborne's
analysis might provide an occasion for criticism, that is, when the
reasons for this change of attitude are discussed. This reviewer has
the impression1 that in answering the vital question^ as to motives
Osborne is inclined to pay too much attention to the balance of power
politics pursued by the Khmer ruling class. An altemative answer
might he supplied by stressing the changes that took place in the Khmer
countryside between 1884 and 1897. Was it not that the influence of
the commercialization of rice-growing, emanating from Cbchinchina,
gradually came to hold sway over Khmer, partly by the actions of the
imported Vietnamese "middleclasis minority" ? Or, in other words, did
not the commercializationi of rice-growing erode the old social relations
based on "patronage" notions, substituting conflicts of interest, partly
based1 on1 economie notions, which began to dominate these relations?

Be this as it may, this reviewer was very much surprised by the fact
that Osborne, after an illuminating chapter dealing with the impact of
French rule on the Cochinchina countryside, did not systematize his
remarks on the Khmer agrarian situation by bringing them under a
separate heading. As a result of this ommission professor Osborne's
study may suffer from an over-elitist approach combined with a certain
degree of imbalance.

This criticism is certainly not to detract from the importance of
Osborne's book. As stated earlier in this review, his work offers a host
of problems to study and reconsdder. As an example the present
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reviewer would refer to the question to what extent "Asia-Centrism"
as proposed in Van Leur's well-known study on old Asiatic trade
should be considered a matter of principle? Reading Osborne's book
one might arrive at the conclusion that a more opportunistic attitude,
or raither a very balanced judgment based on both a thorough knowledge
of historical faots and sociological training, is required. A defidency in
any one of these ingredients might lead to a degree of barrenness. Of
course Osborne does not in the least share the apologetic notions of
many French colonial •statesmen. But this is not to deny that under
certain conditions the European impact on a colonized society might
have been a dominant factor.

For many reasons, not least those just mentioned, Osborne's book
is to be welcomed as a product of very great scholarship.

L. SLUIMERS

G. L. HICKS and G. MCNICOLL, The Indonesian Economy,
1950-1965; met een supplement tot 1967. Bibliographical
Series No. 9, South-East Asia Studies, Yale University
1967. 248 p., n.p.

Sedert de decenniën als "ontwikkelingsdecenniën" worden aangeduid
levert de drukpers (die, gelukkig toeval, helemaal aan het begin van
deze industriële groeiversnelling werd uitgevonden) de sociale vak-
beoefenaren een krachtig aanzwellende woordenstroom over over-,
onder- en onontwikkeling, die al lang weer bibliografisch moest worden
ingedijkt opdat een overzichtelijke loop behouden bleef. Vijftien jaar
geleden bevatte het eerste ontwikkelingsoverzicht van Hazlewood 600
titels. In 1960 was alleen de Duitse literatuur blijkens het overzicht
van Danckwortt aangegroeid tot 2000 titels, terwijl er in 1964 zelfs
in het Russisch al rond 1000 bijdragen verschenen waren.

De toets van de geografische toespitsing is bij die opsommingen niet
steeds aangelegd, zodat de belangstellende naar publicaties over de
groei — of het gebrek aan groei — in een bepaald land toch zelf weer
moet nagaan wat van zijn gading is.

Een regionale bibliografie als de onderhavige is daarom welkom. Zij
rangschikt alle, de samenstellers bekende, zowel in het Engels als het
Indonesisch verschenen materiaal in 27 categorieën. Samen met het
supplement, dat merkwaardig genoeg in hetzelfde jaar is uitgegeven
als het eigenlijke naslagwerk en waarin de titels zijn opgenomen die
na 1965 zijn verschenen (of die in het eerste deeltje waren vergeten,
dan wel bij eerste schifting van onvoldoende belang geacht) verschaft
het een goede leidraad aan wie zich omtrent enig onderwerp betreffende
de economie van Indonesië wil oriënteren. Hij zal dan in Indonesië
zelf nog moeite genoeg hebben, aldus een waarschuwing van de samen-
stellers, om de boeken en tijdschriften waarvan hij nu de titels kent
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te achterhalen, want zij werden verspreid over allerlei bibliotheken
aangetroffen. Een verzameling van uitsluitend economische werken van
bevredigende omvang bestaat op het ogenblik niet in Indonesië. Van-
daar dat deze bibliografie mede een lijst omvat van bibliotheken in het
gehele land, waar de leesgierige zijn geluk beproeven kan.

»r. H. j . DULLEK

A. MÖRZER BRUYNS, Kamiis Singkatan dan Akronim
jang dipergunakan di Indonesia/Glossary of Abbrevia-
tions and Acronyms used in Indonesia, Ichtiar, DJakarta
1970. [Price Rp. 1150]

Anyone who regularly sees Indonesian publications must be struck —
or irritated — by the great use of abbreviations. A. Mörzer Bruyns'
Glossary of Abbreviations and Acronyms is an indispensable help for
those trying to find out what the abbreviations stand for. The compiler,
a diplomatic official attached to the Netherlands Embassy in Djakarta,
collected in his spare time ten thousand aibbreviations. He did not
confine himself to Indonesian abbreviations: he included all he came
across, from DDT1 (Dichloor Diphenyl Trichlooretaan) to DESUKA
(Dewi Sukarno Kawashima). The glossary only gives the abbreviations
and their full forms, without translation into English. The arrangement
is strictly alphabetical, which presents more difficulties to the reader
interested in linguistics than to the user for whom an alphabetical order
is still the least evil. Thus KUHP is erutered twice, to which is added
first "Kasih uang, habis perkara" (= If you give money, the business
is finished), then "Kitab Undang2 Hukum Pidana" (=: Civil and Penal
Code). It is alphabetically arranged, but it is precisely for that reason
that it has become impossible to make people realize the allusion of the
first item' to the second one. The writer included all abbreviations he
found; consequently many are dated, for example POESA (Persatoean
Oelama Seloeroeh Atjeh = All Acheh Islarnic Scholars Association).
The date is not indicated, but the spelling 'oe' instead of 'u' points to
a past time, before 1947. Mention of sources is alsO' missing. A few
times a brief explanation is given: BOLANG (Hari Rebo Hilang =
Lost Wednesday) with the addition "Kompleks di Bandjarnegara"
between brackets. That is, this abbreviation is used in Bandjarnegara.
These remarks do not irnply any criticism; they only point out what
this book has, and has not to offer. The writer has definitely succeeded
in drawing up a usable list. Completeness is an ideal difficult to achieve,
the more so if plays on words (puns) are to be included. The abbrevi-
ation KNILM (Koninklijke Nederlandsen Indische Luchtvaart Maat-
schappij, = Royal Netherlands Indies Airline Company) is entered,
but not the pun "Kalau naik ini, lekas mati" (= If you go by this, you'11
die soon); KPM (Koninklijke Paketvaart Maatschappij, =r Royal

1 I retain Mörzer Bruyns' spelling.
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Packet-boat Company) is included, but not "Komt pas morgen" ( = Not
due till tomorrow).
. The linguist is indebted to the compiler for collecting the extensive

malterial presented in this glossary. It calls for further investigation.

Universitas Indowesia, DJakarta j . w. DE VRIES

ABDUL MAJEED MOHAMED MACKEEN, Contemporary Is-
lamic Legal Organization in Malaya. Monograph Series
No. 13, Yale University Southeast Asia Studies, New
Haven, 1969. vii + 7 9 + 5 5 pp. Price $4.50.

In view of the poverty of accurate descriptive, let alone analytical,
material on Islamic institutions in Malaysia, this is a disappointingly
slight piece of work. Of the 134 pages, only 63 are given to text and
notes, the balance being occupied by a reprint in entirety of the Perak
Administration oj Muslim Law Enactment, 1965. Of the textual marter,
the f irst seventeen pages contain a potted history of Malaya (now West
Malaysia) and Singapore, and an outline of the evolution of legal
tradition in the peninsula which, though in general unexceptionable,
is necessarily very derivative.

The remaining 36 pages of text constitute the raison d'être of the
work, the aim of which, according to the author, is not to describe
the substantive Islamic law as manifested in Malaya, but to "analyze
the constitutional basis of its application", and to "indicate in brief
those aspects of contemporary Islamic law which have responded to
changes and the distinctive characteristics of development" (p. iv).

Discussing the first of these matters in the chapter entitled "Con-
stitutional Organization", the author devotes most of his attention to
the institutions of sultan and religious council (majlis). Regarding the
former, Mackeen argues that historically the sultanate in a Malay state
clearly reflects "the Standard apparatus of the classical sultanate theory"
as developed in the Middle East (p. 28), by which he appears to mean
in particular the association of temporal with spiritual authority —
sultan with din — within the context of an accepted supremacy of the
Shari'ah. This may well be so. It has always been a potentially fruitful
proposition (Mr Mackeen exaggerates its novelty), but it remains
extremcly difficult to delineate in any way the intricate nature of the
historical (as opposed to the a priori plausible) relationship between
sultanate and Shari'ah in the traditional Malay polity — whether from
the standpoint of theory or of practice. Mr Mackeen relies heavily,
indeed solely, for evidence of the conceptual line of succession, on the
terminological content of a single document, the Trengganu Constitution
of 1911, which he regards as "throwing into sharp relief the whole
groundwork of theory which for centuries past had sustained the
institution" (p. 27). Acceptance of this large assertion would require
a good deal more close examination than is here offered, not just of
the Trengganu Constitution and the political and other circumstances
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in which it came into being, but of institutional Islam in Trengganu
and other states prior to the twentieth century. Mr Mackeen rightly
implies that studies of Malay society have long been bedevilled by easy
but unproven assumptions about "known conceptual foundations" derived
from elsewhere. His own study does little to dispel this, though it
should be said that when he is less concerned to lean on an imagined
past than to describe the present he has more to offer.

The remainder of the chapter on constitutional organization outlines
briefly first the complex legislative, administrative and executive com-
petence of the contemporary Malay sultanate in religious matters, within
the context of the Shari'ah, and secondly the functioning of the majlis,
a council of religion purely advisory in relation to> the sultan but with
a wide range of discretionary, administrative and other powers which
make it in certain respects an independent locus of Islamic authority
in the state. Mr Mackeen draws attention to the innovative nature of.
the majlis in Islamic constitutional terms (though in saying that it "rests
on no conceptual foundations" (p. 39) he again betrays the normative
approach with which the book tends to be infused), and while his
account is a model of compression it is perhaps a pity that he did not
spend a little more time examining the working of this characteristically
Malay institution, especially in its relation to the sultanate. There are,
incidentally, a number of minor errors in the passage on p. 39 dealing
with the formation of the first majlis in Malaya, the Majlis Ugama
Islam dan Isti'adat Melayu of Kelantan, which was founded in late 1915
(not in 1916), and under precisely this title (which was not changed
in 1938).

The final chapter of the book, "The Shari'ah Law Court", provides
a more useful short introduotion of a technical kind than is elsewhere
available to Islamic juridical practice in the Malay states and Singa-
pore, and to the jurisprudential assumptions on which this is based.
Jurisprudentially, Malaya, in the opinion of the author, "stands midway
between extreme Shari'ah puritanism and blind veneration of customary
öbservances" (p. 53), a position which, as is evident from his discussion
of such matters as adjectival law and the fuqaha, the changing status
of Malay customary law, and the criminal jurisdiction of the qadi, af-
fords considerable creative flexibility while tending markedly in the
direction of strengthening the Shari'ah court as an independent if
coordinate part of the judicial system as a whole.

There are a great many misprints in the text and notes, not all of
which are corrected in the errata sheet provided. The Table of State
Enactments on pp. 77-78 omits, importantly, the Kelantan Council of
Religion and Malay Custom Enactment, No. 2 of 1966, and Shari'ah
Courts and Muslim Matrimonial Causes Enactment, No. 1 of 1966,
which together supersede the Council of Religion and Malay Custom
and Kathis Courts Enactment, 1953.

Columbia University, New York. WILLIAM R. ROFF
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